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IlfmOD-DCTIOH 
Gas diffusion tlirou^i mltiparforate septa has long beea of interest 
to plant science because gas exchange throigh plant stomta is subject to 
the laws governing this type of diffusion. The xates of gas diffusion 
into or out of a leaf under natural conditions are influenced by a wide 
variety of factors. Most stojnata are elliptical rather than circular 
and in many cases are sunken or deeply hedged by leaf hairs. Temperatures 
inside illuminated leaves are usually higher than the tmperature of the 
surrounding air, and the air currents usually present in outdoor probleras 
cause important variations in diffusion gradients. The gas pressure in. 
the intercellolar spaces of leaves is usually aasumad to approach satura­
tion in the case of transpiration and zero in the case of carbon dioxide 
absorption. The work of Thut (11) showed, however, that even well-
watered plants ^aded from direct sunlight did not show saturated internal 
spaces, but that the apparent relative hwnddities of intercellxilar spaces 
varied between 57 per cent and 91 per cent among the six plants studied. 
The wide variation in rates of carbon dioxide absolution reported by r^any 
workers for plants imder apparently identical conditioas suggest thet 
internal carbon dioxide pressures also depart considerably from zero. 
Becawse these factors influence diffusion gradients to a greater or lesser 
degree, esperimsnts with artificial septa are not likely to establish 
laws -Hhich will accurately predict leaf diffusion 3a,tea, but such ex-
peoriuents can determine the relative importance of the operative physical 
-s-
factors, and can provide a "better understanding of loaf diffusion. 
The first and largest discrepancy observed in leaf difftiEion was 
that between total stomatal area and obseinred diffusion rates—a leaf 
having less than ono per cent of its area occupied by stqnata irjay exhibit 
diffusion rates approaching those of an equal free surface. This dis­
crepancy was e35)lained by Stefan's (9) diainoter law which showed that small 
pore diffusion is proportional to pore diaiaeter rather than pore area. 
Bis application of this law to leaf stceaata gave rise to another dis­
crepancy, that if stcEoata act independently iai© diffusive capacity of a 
leaf would be several times greater than the maijmiia rate for a free 
diffusing surface. SHiis discrepancy is best ea^lainsd by the assumption 
that stosiata do not act independently but interfera with each other; 
that numerous snail pores in a septum cause mutual gradient reductions 
which prevent their attaining the diffusion rates possible for isolated 
pores. 
There is a considerable aiaaunt of evidence favoring the interfGrance. 
hypothesis, but a satisfactory fonaulation of the laws governing such 
action has nob been laade. The aim of the present study was to in­
vestigate interference and to determine the physical laws governing 
the phenomenon. 
smsw OF EI3 LI/rsaATOBE 
Stafaa (9) derived aa eajjressicai for evapcasition froia a circular or 
elliptical plane surface Tsy using an aaalogous equation from electro­
static theory. His derivation indicated that steady state evaporation 
frcaa such a surface, if air were perfectly guiet» would be proportional 
to the diaijater of the surface rather than to its area. Stefaji visualised 
"uniform pressure surfaces" ozteMing outward fposi the plane, «7iach would 
he ellipsoids, and he oays that vapor laovessnt follocfs the orthogonal 
trajectory of such a imiform pressure surface. It is the inclination of 
the noasJial of such a uniforra pressure surface to the plane surface which 
Stefan uses as a parameter in his differential equations. That is, the 
evaporation gradient for any point in the plane is a function of the 
angle between the plane and a line perpendioilar to the corresponding 
surface of uniform pressure. One forra of Stefan's eaqpression for total 
evaporation rate from a circular plane is as follows; 
where a a distance from center of a h^erbola to its focus 
T s radius of circular plane 
k « a proportionality coastant 
^ s pressure of suxrounding air 
TQS vapor pressure at a great distance 
Pig vap<»? pressure at the surface of the circular plane. 
(1) 
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Stofan discusses the s racial case in which can be proportional to _r, 
that is, when. a. =. 2J» In this ease the hyperbolas must all have their 
center at the center of the circular plane, and their focus at the edge 
of it. Stefan xejiorted that he verified the proportionality of evapoia-
tion to the diaineter of the evaporating sia?faces by observing water 
loss from capillary tubes, but he did not present the data so obtained. 
Browne and Sacctobe (1) also using an asmlogy with the electrostatic 
problem, obtained an equation for small pore diffusion *fcioh aho«?ed 
proportionality with linear dimensions rather than with area. Hieir 
diaferaxQS indicate that the unifoim pressure surfaces of Stefan eventually 
becosae spheroids. One form of Brojrne and Eaecmbe's equaticai for the 
diffiision rate (Q) for a single pore is; 
Q » k {P1-P2) (S) 
2 
i!3here k - the coefficient of diffusion 
^l'^2 ® P^rossure difference between the inside of pore and 
the outer air 
£ s radius of the pore 
L s tubular length of the pore 
^ a area of the pore 
TTiz? The qiaantity ^ in this equation is a "correction for tube length." 
a 
They found eaperiEsentaily that this corraction was necessary and they 
discuss its theoretical basis. The diffusion gradient is not imiform 
cnrer the pore area but it increases from the center outward* tlhen 
is negligible compared to r_ the effective gradient for the entire pore 
.5-
is Ixnrorsely proporticsaal to the radius of the pore. Sinoo ares {A\ 
introduces ^ in the nuEssrator and the gmdient iatroducss _r to the 
first power in tho denaninator, ^ becomes directly proportional to r, 
Browne and Sscomb© obtained eaperimantal confirraation of tlioir 
equation under a variety of diffusion conditions vjildi OOg absorption 
froEi air, water absorption frcjm air, evaporation of water into air, 
and diffusion of sodiim chloride from gelatin into water. 
In their studies with inultiperforate septa they observed inter­
ference. When their {0.38 m diameter) pores were spaced l^s than 10 
dismetera apart the observed diffusion rates ^are less than the predicted 
rates, Vftien the pores were spaced more than ten diameters apart the ob­
served rates were approsimately equal to predicted rates, and on this 
evidence they based the assumption that plant stomata act almost in-
dependentlyj but in using their equation to estimte the diffusive capacity 
of sunflower leaves Brcwne and Sscombe obtained values about ten tinies 
greater than the maziiraim rates observed experiEsntally. 
Renner (6) also confirmed the diameter la® exparimoatally, and ioijnd 
that ^^ith elliptioal surfaces diffusion rates were proportional to the 
perimeters of the ea^osed surfaces rather than to their areas. 
Thomas and Ferguson (10) state that the conditions necessary for 
diaaeter-law diffusion are seldom fulfilled in liature. They sufeit an 
equation: 
3 A K A" (5) 
that is, QTraporation {£) is proportional (k) to linear dimensions (£) 
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raised to th.e posfiex n, where ^ is less than two Tsut xisuaHy exeeacLs oae. 
Jeffreys (4) laado laatlieiDatical analyaes of SOKB eTraporation problems. 
His aquation for evaporation when a steady wind is liLowing ovar a flat 
surface shows evaporatioa to ba proportional to linear dimensions i«lBed 
X»5 to the 3/S power (^ * )• ills analysis of diffusive capacity of a leaf 
he assumed that vapor doasity (V^ at a distanee a frooa a stem of radius 
r ia 7q r/a (Tq m vapor density vsiiSiin atcsaa). Using this escprassion for 
vapor density ho aSitwied that if stojasata act Independently in a typical 
leaf they would iriaintain a vapor density outside the laaf of 300 "V^ . 
By another analysis, still-aaeuHiing that stomata act independently, ho 
shared that wot leaf evaporation could bo laaintained by a stoniatal 
density of 600 per square centimeter. Tba plant ho used as basis for 
his calctilations had o^er 30,000 atomata per square eentimetor, frcsa 
v&ich he concluded that stoirata can shriak to csie-fiftieth of their opsn 
diaEieter before appreciable rediistion in evapojsation occurs. 
Sierp and Hoack (8) found that evaporation froa circular dishes in 
moving air changed from dioaeter proportionality to area proportionality 
as wind velocity increased. 
Sayre (7) confirmed the diaiseter law in ovaporaticai from siaall 
circular pores, end eonfiiaed Hanner's perimeter proportionality for 
©lUptical pores. In inte3?preting hia data on evaporation frcaa Itoiax 
leaves he assuised that stomata act independently* 
Huber (3) studied ovaporatica froa aailtiperforate septa having pore 
sizes of oae square centimstsr (diajaster 11.3 ujm), oae square ndllineter. 
(disHOter 1»15 sia), ca 2Q0Qfi^ (diaraeter 50-53^) and 80^^ (diarjeter IC^). 
V'toen lie grapixed evaporation per unit of septum area (exjafessed as a 
fraction of aeptiim area) iie obtained a faaily of ciinres wMch ho aesxniied 
to ba ss®E!atx*icai hyperbolas. Tbis aaaiyais yieidad aa ©lirpirieal constant 
the hjrporbola constant, wMcli he interpreted as an index of inter-
fereaee. The departures of Huberts ©xparinental points from tliose pre­
dicted by his ®ipirical ccaaotant wore ^riLtivin the limits of esperirrantal 
error. Hia data demcai£5trated the bigh. diffusive capacity of Er;;all-
pored ssste. His 80JU® pores occupied caily tvro per cent of the septum 
area yet tbe aeptUHi sTaporatioja rate Qq,\jalled sisty-six per cent of £ree 
sxu'face evaporaticn. 
His interference curves showed that interference beeams relatively 
ga^aator as pore diaiBster decreased—a contingency not considered by 
Brosr/ne and Ssccrabe or tiie subsequent investigators credited their 
* ten-dianieter liiait for interference. 
Welsbaupt (12) studied, evaporation of water through septa perforated 
with paces tbree-tentlis of a laillimster in diajastar and spaced at 5, 10, 
12.5, 15, 17,5, SO, and 50 diameters. She found that loss per pore in­
creased steadily over this range of pore spacings, indicating that in­
dependent action of the pores did not begin at ten diaraeters, but that 
interference was demonstrable beymd twenty dijyaaters, or at a distance 
of more than 3«0 Tnnu from the center of the 0.3 isaa. pores. She aloo 
carried out ez^jerirasnte asasuring the affect of temperature and vapor 
pressure deficit variaticas cai inultiperforate septum diffusion. Hsr re­
sults showed that the influence of these envircniaantal factors aas the 
same in moltiperfoxate septum diffusion aa in ordinary free surface diffusion. 
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iiDCPMUMENTAL I.Q3IHQDS 
Simple equipoent was designed to obtain confiroation of Stefan's 
diameter law* A copper sheet of .024 inches thickness was cut into eight 
disks 2 inches in diameter, A single poire was drilled in the center of 
each diske The bits iised ware of four sizes: l/l6 inch, 1/8 inch, 1/4 
inch, and 1/2 in<ai, The correeponding pore diameters were 0.159 cm, 
0.318 cm, 0.635 cia, and 1.26 cia. Ihese disks were sealed i?ith soft-
seal ^irax to small sample bottles containing 95 per cent alcohol or dis­
tilled water, Sivaporation vras ssastired by periodic weighing. 
In. designing ©quipnent to study interference in multiperforote-
septiEa diffusion, careful consideration was given to the experiences of 
previous workers. Data of Browne and Sscombe and of Sayre shewed that 
water diffusion through pores less than one millimeter in diac^ter folloTJed 
Stefan's diameter law under the conditions existing in a closed roora, 
Vieishaupt's data shewed that interference studies should include septa 
with pores mcare than tan diameters apart—Huber's data were meager in 
that range. Some of data indicated that interference was 
obscured by faxilty design. JS'or example, in i/eishaupt*s septa the pore-
bearing surfaces were all of the saina area, consequently the number of 
pores par seiJtum varied greatly with different pare spacings. The a-ate 
of vapor escape frcaa the enclosed space between the septum and the water 
level varied correspondingly, and the influence of this factor on 
gsradient vras large enough to obscure the effect of interference in SOEC 
of the e^^riments. 
The hexagonal pore pattern used by Weishaupt was adopted in the 
equipment hsroin described, becatisa in this pattem the distance betwesn 
noigliboring pores is more uniform than in a square pattern, yst the 
pores lie in straight rows—a characteristic which facilitates the 
use of precision sjachinas in septtaa construction. 
The first series of septa had pores made with a drill O.OOe inches 
(0.2 BdUiiaeters) in diaraster, Pour sapta were loade in duplicate with 
characteristics as shoisn in table 1, 
Table 1, Septum ciaracteristies, first series 
Number of pores 
per septun 
Distance between 
pores, ezjpressed 
in diameters 
Area of the 
pore-baaring 
surface 
61 5 0.788 cja^ 
61 10 
2 
2»02 cm 
61 20 8.58 
19 40 8.58 cm^ 
The pores were arranged in a hexagonal pattern with a central 
pore surrounded by four hexagons in the 61-pored septa, and two 
hexagons in the 19-pored sapta (figure 1). 
The pores were drilled in brass shim stock cae-tenth of a irlllir=ietGr 
in thickness, -j'-ccurate spacing of the pores was obtained by mcms.ting 
the ahim stock on a planer table with xoicrometer movement in two 
Hgure le Goatact print of the septa with 
0.2 innu poraa. Top to bottcsa; apacings 5, 
10, ^ an.d 40 diameters apart* 
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di3?ections, Tlss seiAa -Bare soldered to circular braas rings 5.08 era 
in diasieter which fitted snugly over brass cups 5.08 ©a deep. All v;ork 
was done by expert machinists in the College Instrument Shop, 
Data were cajtained by filling the cups to a uniform level r;ith athyl 
alcohol, water, or anhydrous calcitim chloi^de, and sealing the ca^s on 
with soft-seal wax. The cups luere than spaced about 20 cm apart on trays 
and placed in a closed room. They were weired periodically on a chain-
canatic balance permitting accurate weights to cae-tenth milligram. 
After several eaperiusents were laade with the septa described above a 
second series of septa was designed to include more pore spacings in the 
range belo?i ten diameters. Bie pores in this aeries 'sere nade vdth O.OIS 
inch (OeS Esa.) drills and the characteristics of the septa are shosn in 
table 2. 
Table 2« Septum characteristics, sec cad seiles 
Kimfiber of Distance bet^en Area of the 
pores per p03res, expressed pore-bearing 
septtm in diaraetera surface 
37 5 0.3B& cm^ 
37 6 1.33 cm 
37 9 S.85 
37 12 
o 
4.92 cm 
37 18 10.90 cm® 
19 24 S 8.60 em 
7 36 4.92 cm^ 
UhiforMty of pore size and spacing was excellent throughout this series 
of septa. Data were obtained as described above for the first series. 
iilgura 2. Gontaet print of the septa rdtii 
0.3 m. pores. Left to right and top to 
•bottcn, spacings 3, 6, Q/JjlS, 24 and 36 
diameters apa3rt« ^ 
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SXPSiffiSsKTAL RESULTS 
OoEfimation of BiJuoator Law Diffusicaa Tloder 
Varied Gradient Conditions 
la Huter's data the evaporation rate observed for 50-53//diameter 
pores did not diameter proportionality, v^lien caapared with 1.13 ram, 
pores, although Biromie and iSseaabe's data indicated that departxjre frcsn 
diameter law proportionality did not occur until pore diejostsrs ex­
ceeded one centimeter. In Browne and Ssccmbe*s expericBnts diffusion 
conditions were not the aaae as in those of Huber, neither uere they 
the same as in the present study; so an esiperimant was performed, using 
single-pored septa with pore dimeters of 0.159 , 0.318 , 0.635, and 
1*250 centiiaaters. I'hesa mx& sealed to glass bottles containino dis­
tilled water or 95 per cent ethyl alcohol at a level of one centirst-sr 
belQ^ the septa. The rates of evaporation through these pores were 
measured to detsunine iihether diaiaoter proportionality was obtained 
34x this range of pore sizes under these diffusion conditions. 
The data appear in table 3. In Yiguz-e 3 the observed evaporation 
per pore is grajjhed against pore diameter. The evaporation rates fca? 
both alcohol and water shosyed linear proportionality with pore diaiaeter 
over the range of pore sizes studied. These data agree wilii Browns 
and Sscoiabe's observations for a similar range of poa^e diametera. 
Their experijcaents included absorption of water vapor by sulfuric acid. 
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Tafcle S. Svaporation of alctSiol and water 
tiurough pores of varioiis sizes 
{10:CX) HOV. 4 to {Sj35 p.m. No\r« 8 to 
ll!35 a.m. ISIOV. 8, 1:00 p.m. HOV. 15, 
1946] 1946^ 
'Water" 
Iferaber iJiaia, of Loss in Average lose Loss in weight Average loss 
of pore weight per hour (ga.) per hour 
cup (cEwJ {gsu) X10^) Igm. X 10 ) 
1 
2 
0.159 
0.159 
0.85 
0.90 
0.90 0.45 
0.30 
0.216 
3 
4 
0.318 
0.518 
2.53 
2.11 
2.28 0.76 
1.01 
0.52S 
5 
6 
0.635 
0.635 
4.11 
4.09 
4.20 1.66 
1.90 
i.06B 
7 
8 
1.260 
1*280 
7.79 
8.00 
8.10 3.08 
3.45 
1.960 
15 
JIT 
:p: :cp CJ 
•to 
t—-i 
c> :cn; 
fT^ 
ac •Tta:- uc. ia 
ixt!: ±tl±-
HE 
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ovaporation. of water into air, and moveasnt of sodiiua chloride fron 
gelatin into i?ater. They obtained diaaister proportionality for each 
of these moveinents. Their experixnants did not include a diffijsion 
gradj.ent so steep as that obtained -with athyl alcohol. The data hsre 
presented show that the evaporation cur^e obtained with alcohol was 
essentially the sacs© as that obtained with water. The eYaporation. 
rate of 95 per cent ethyl alcohol was about foxir times that of vrater 
tmder the conditions of the ezperiEsenb# A fourfold increase in 
diffusion gradient did not caise a detectable change in the diffusion 
characteristics of these pores. 
The Effect of Por© Density on the 
Diffusion Gradient 
The first series of septa used contained four different pore 
densities, and the distance bettyeen pore centers, ©j^rassed in pore 
diameters, was 5, 10, 20, and 40 \mits of 0.2 laillijaeters each. 
The evaporation rates of 95 per cent ethyl alcohol through these 
septa during a two-day period appear ia table 4, The rates are ex­
pressed as loss per pore per hoiir. The evaporation rates of distilled 
water during a thres-day isriod appear in table 5<, and the rates of 
water absorption frcsa the air by anhydrous calcium chloride appear in 
table 6. The average loss (or gain) per pore par hour frcza each 
table is graphed against distance between pores ia figure 4. 
An examination of the data frcjsa duplicate cups shows that tha 
discrepancy between them was usually less than five per cent. 
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Table 4» Svaporation of 95 per cent alcohol 
throu^ nmltiporforata septa 
(12:45 Ifarch 30. to 11:00 Marcli 13, 1946) 
t . •„ 
NuEfcer Holes 
of per 
cup septum 
1 61 
2 61 
3 61 
4 61 
5 61 
6 61 
7 19 
8 19 
Losa ia 
weight 
(gsu) 
S S.618 
5 2<,717 
10 3.438 
10 3.618 
20 4.126 
20 4.032 
40 1.321 
40 1.S40 
Loss per pors 
par hour Average 
(gm. X 10 ) 
9.21 9.58 
9.55 
12.10 IS.42 
12.74 
14.50 14,35 
14.20 
14.92 15.05 
15.18 
Distance 
between pores 
(diasn.) 
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T&hls 5. Sraporatioa of distilled water 
tiirou^ Ejultiperforate aepta 
(3:45 p.m. JIarob. 15 to 8:45 a«m» Itoch. 18, 1946) 
Number Kolas Distance Loss in Loss per pore 
of per beti^eea pores weight por lacwr 
cup septxim (diaa.) (gm,) (gm. x 10^} 
^Terfipa 
1 
S 
61 
61 
5 
5 
0.160 
0.165 
1,05 
1.08 
1.06 
3 
4 
61 
61 
10 
10 
0.230 
0,219 
1.44 
1,43 
1.44 
5 
6 
61 
61 
20 
20 
0«265 
0«252 
1.72 
1.65 
1.68 
7 
8 
19 
19 
40 
40 
0.084 
0.082 
1.76 
1.7S 
1.74 
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Table ,6. Absorption of water vapor by CaClg 
throu^ inaltiperforate septa 
(10:20 a.m. }%rch 19 to 11:30 a.m. Itoch 22, 1946) 
Humber HOIQB Distanos Qaia in Gain por pore 
of per betweon pores weiglit per hcsur Averafje 
cup septum (diam.) (gm.) (gm. s. 10 ) 
1 ei 5 G.300 0.67 0.67 
2 61 5 O.SOl 0.67 
3 61 10 0.411 0.92 0.90 
4 61 10 0.394 0.88 
5 61 20 0.469 1.05 1,03 
6 61 20 0.440 1.01 
7 19 40 0.152 1.09 1.08 
8 19 40 0.148 1.07 
CD 
O o 
•tta; 
O 
C J i  
Tp' 1:C> 
•ait 
fit 
xpl. 
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In. table 4 the average loss par pore at a pore spacing of five diameters 
was sirby-two per cent of tJie loss observed at a pore spacing of, forty 
diameters, the average loss per pore at ten diameters was ei^ty-two 
per cent of that observed at a pors spacing of forty diaisjeters. A 
considerable amount of interference occurrad at apacings above ten 
diffineters, indicating that these pores did nob act independently at tai 
diaiaster spacing as Browne and iiscaaibe's ten-diameter rule would pre­
dict, 'These data agree in genera], with the observations of Vieishaupt, 
who foxmd that diffusion rates at pore spacings of ten diameters vcxo 
about seventy per cent of those observed at thirty diameters. In 
figure 4 the triangles on the upper ciirve represent data frcE. tlie 95 
per cent alcohol curve imiltiplied by 0,116, aad the circles represent the 
data from the CaClg curve Eaxltiplied by 1,66, The close agreement of 
the throe sets of data dioss that interference v/as the same under 
these widely different conditions. The dossrnward tread of the curve as 
distance between pores decreased shcros that the rate of diffusion, per 
pore was reduced by the presence of neighboring pores, and this, induc­
tion was greater the closer the pores were brought together. Varia­
tion of the diffusion gradient by -manipulation of external conditions 
did not produce any impcxrtant change in the effects of interference. 
The second series of septa used ccmtained'three pairs of septa 
with pores spaced at less than ten dicaaeters, and four pairs epaced at 
•tt 
distances greater than ten disiaeters.' The distances between po3?e 
centers were 5* 6, 9, IS, IS, S4, and 36 tmits. A unit was O.S 
millijnstersft The evaporation suites of distilled water throu^ii these 
septa during a nine-day period ars shotsrn ia table 7, The eveporatioa 
rate per pore at the three diameter spacing was only forty-five jer csit 
of that observed at the thii'ty-sis diameter spacing, ^he rate at the 
twelve diameter spaciag vms about seventy-nine par esnt of that ob-
aerved at the thii'ty-six dimeter spacing. These data are graphically 
presented in figure 5. llie pointa oorresposidiag to the twenty-four end 
thirty-six diaiaster spaciiigs represent evaporation froia septa having 
nine teen end saven pores respectively, instead of thirty-seven. The 
upward trend of the cuiTro throigh these two points is perhaps caused by 
this variation of pore number. The brolsen line indicates the curva­
ture suggested by the other data points. It is apparent that the re­
duction in diffusion gradient caused by interfeJcsnce was increasingly 
largo aa pore spacing decreased. Sane of Huber's data whsn graphed in 
this way shew the diffusion rate to be a linear function of pore spac­
ing vjhen poj^a were less than ten diameters apart, Huber's data were 
obtained vfith septa in which the pore-bearing surface was kept cmstant 
and the nuntsjr of pores per septum varied. In such septa gradient 
differences other than interference may be introduced by the variable 
number of pores. The data here presented do not shew linear pro­
portionality between diffusion rate and pore spacing in the raige belos? 
ton diameters. 
Table 7. Eraporation of watar through 
inoltiperforate sopta 
(5:30 p.m. August IS to 5:20 p.m. Aiigtist 21, 1946) 
Nxinber Holaa Distaaca 
of pel' between pores 
oup septum (diaia.) 
1 37 3 
2 
3 37 5 
•4 
5 37 9 
5 
7 37 12 
8 
9 37 18 
10 
11 19 24 
12 
13 7 36 
14 
Loss in LOBS per poi.*e 
weight per Jioux. ATeroge 
(get.) (gm« X 10 ) 
1.303 1,63 1.66 
1.357 1,69 
2.027 2.54 £.55 
2.013 2,52 
2,249 2.82 2.S4 
2.285 2,86 
2.314 2.90 2.92 
2.343 2.94 
2.472 3.09 3.12 
2.521 3.15 
1.437 3.49 3.38 
1.343 3.87 
0.549 3.62 3.71 
0.S76 5.80 
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Sis Effect of Pore Size on Interfereuc© 
Soma of Huberts data indicate that the effect of interference -fas 
increasingly evident as prare size decreased. The equipmmt constiucted 
for the present atudy was not designed to establish the relationship 
•between pore size and relative interference {the shift from 0,2 
milliiQeter to 0.3 milliiaeter drills in the second series of septa was 
made to reduce construction costs) bat since the pore diaiaeters in the 
t-siTo series varied by a factor of 1.5 a con^rison of the relative 
interference obsenred in each case should indicate the trsj^ of this 
relationship. 
The data in the second and third coltcm of table 8 isrere obtained 
frcja the graphs of figures 4 and 5. The data points below twenty 
diassBters in these graphs represent observations in i^ich the nximber of 
pores per septum was Icept ccsnotant; so only data for twenty diaEseter 
spacing and less are includad. 331© data for 0.3 ima pares wre read 
frca the curvre, since this series of septa did not include these par­
ticular spacing values. 
•Pfa© relative loss per pore is eapressed as a fiacticn of the 
observed loss at twenty diacnater spacing, and relative interfersaca is 
the difference obtained by subtracting this fracticKi from 1. 
Sxeiaination of the relative loss per pore shows that the relative 
loss for 0.2 Esn pores ms less at the ten and five diajnetsr spacings 
than for the 0,3 Esa pores. At the ten diameter spacing the relative 
TaTsls 8, Gasgjariaoa of tha rolative diffusion 
rates of 0»2 and 0.3 laillijaster p02?ea 
Loss per poxe Belative loss Belative 
per hour per pore interference 
(gm> 2: 10^) (loss at 30 djaa. a 1) tl-relative loas) 
Distaace 
between po3?es 0.3 im 0.3 m O.S im 0.3 ism 0.2 ism 0,S mm 
(diam.) pores pores pores pores T)0re3 pores 
20 1.68 3,17 1.000 1.000 0.000 0,000 
10 1*4:4: 2,90 0.858 0.915 0.142 0.0S5 
5 1.06 2,32 , 0.630 0.732 0.370 0» 268 
interference for 0.2 22a pores waa 1.67 times that sliosm by 0.3 ntn pores, 
aad at the five-dismater spaeiag it was 1.2S8 tiiaes the value fox O.S 
ma porea. These results suggest that interfcreace is a function of 
the actual distance between pores, not siujply of the relative distance 
(diataiice expressed in diaiaeters). 
~20" 
DISCUSSiOK 
DiaiQQter Law Diffusion 
Stefan's analysis (9) of evaporation frcsa. a circular plane surfaea 
has been the standard, reference for students of siaall-pore diffusion 
for sixty-five years* Stefan postulated uniform paresstirs surfaces 
extending outward from the plane surface which was the source of the 
vapor. In the general case these surfaces were a faiaily of ellipsoids 
and the vapor "stream lines" fonned a faaily of symmetrical hyperbolas 
which were at all points perpendicular to the ellipsoidal surfaces. 
Stefan used the stream lines rather then the ellipsoidal surfaces in 
in. his analysis. In his equation for the total ^apo3?ation {Vj) from 
a oircTilar plane: 
- 4 k log (a- ia® - r^) (1) 
a, represents the distance between the canter of the'hyperbola and its 
focus and t is the radius of the plane surface. 
It is important to note that this equation yields diameter 
proportionality only under the special condition that & equals T, 
1!h0 family of hyperbolas which represent the stream lines are subject 
to that condition, consequently the uniform pressure ellipsoids with 
which these stream lines are associated must represent a sx>ecial group. 
y-fcafan did not discuss the ctiaractexlstics of these ellipsoids bnt 
li0 clearly indicated t-Je special nature of the diarooter-law. Ero«ne 
and Sscorabo's (1) ti'satisant of tb© problem vms based on the sara type 
of analogy with the electrostatic probleia that Steften ussd, and so wae 
the derivation, prtisented by Jeffreys (4), BroiJnae and Sacombe draw 
diagrams of the unxfoua pressure surfaces and their stream lines. 
Tiiese diagrans fjhowed tlie ellipsoids rapidly approaching a spheroidal 
shape vjhen the hypoi-bolaG are subjected to Stefan's conditions. 
The conditions Tisualized by Stefan, harevert are scraswhat dif­
ferent from, thoas existing near a perforated septum. Atmospheric 
saturation is not raaintained at the plane of the septula, and unifom 
pressure surfaces must exist on both sides of the septiira. iin analysis 
is presented balo^ which asaujaes perforated-septum diffusion and avoids 
analogy with the alactrostatio problanu 
ASSUIBQ that gas diffusioa tmder steady state conditicms occurs 
through a septum as shcsifn in figure 6, and assume further that the 
uniform pressure surfaces touching the rim of the septum are splieroids 
having a gas concentration of 0^^ for the surface on the outside of the 
septum and for the surface on the inside. Diffusion across the 
plane surface represented by the pore can be analsrzed as follos/s: 
Diffusion across the differential sleiient of area SITx dx is directly 
propcscticsial to the concentration difference and to the area of the 
eleiaent, and is inversely proportional to tte distance betirfeeii the 
different concentrations. If we let ^ be the diffusion across this 
eleiaent then : 
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septum 
Figure 6. An analysis of small-pore diffusion 
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KiCv - Oft) ^ 
dQ - pB' sTTx ds (4) 
VTbere K is the coefficient of diffusion, Tha total diffusion (£) 
for tlus pore is given by: 
Q =-iiTfK(C^ - 0^) 
- 0^) 
= (7)  
Tliis analysis doiaonstrates the proportimality of diffusion with 
linear diiaensions of the pora and avoids obscuring tlie factors in­
volved as is done by shifting to an analogous derivation. The 
asaumption that the surfaces of uniform pressure are spheroidal at the 
rim of the pore ia an over-sia^plifiLcation of the physical picture. 
If, however, theae surfaces attain spheroidal sh^e at'a distance 
froa the por® the same diffusion characteristics would result. The 
analysis serves to emphasize that spheroidal tmifora pressure surfaces 
yield diameter-law diffusionj a fact not clearly demonstrated by 
Stefan's derivation, nor by the modifications of subsequent workers. 
L X dx WT? (5) 
[P' (6) 
sfaten tlie dil'fuaioa coMitioas are such that spheroidal shape of tho 
uaifoi-m prassuro surfaces is not attainad, diffusion rates will not shos-
diameter proportionality. If the uniforni presa'ors surfaces are 
ellipsoidal tlx© diffusion rate will lie scHswher© between diametor and 
©rea proportionality. Very BHich flattened ellipsoidal airfaees, of 
couree, will yield diffusion rates closely approaching araa pro­
portionality. 
'file obvious factor which wouJ.d prevent attaimaant of spheroidal 
unifona pressure surfaces is air turbulence. Thus Sierp and iloack (e) 
fcund a diift frcsa diaraeter propoiisionality to area proportionality 
occurring as wind velocity ovor an avaporating surface increased. The 
oxidation of Tlioms and I'erguson (10* » ^ st ^ a^, 7?hsre & is diametor 
and n varies bat^raan 1 and 3, applies throughout the range of 
Qlllpsoidal, unifoxia pressure surfaces, the value of n approaching 2 as 
the ellipsoids raraain more and mora flattened. It also becoE©s evident 
why small pores shc^ diaseter proportionality under conditions wiiore 
larger pores do not. Even the quietest rocEi contains air currents, 
end these -^rill prevent fonaation of ths large spheroidal surfaces re­
quired by large pores, but -srill be relatively less iE^ortant as pore 
si2se decreases. The data presented above in confiisaation of diameter 
law difftision indicate that in a reasonably quiet rocm pores having 
dieaneters up to 1.23 centiHsters showed diffusion rates proportional 
to pore diasater. 
A critical easmiaation. of iitefsn'a OQuation shows that there is 
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a second conditioa wiiich yields diameter-proportionality, ahen. ^ s C, 
That is to say the distance batv^een the center of the hyperbolas end 
their focus bacoiass zeroi In that case the hyperbolaB becoina identical 
^7ith their asyjaptotss, which are the radii of a faniily of concentric 
apliaroids. It is absurd to pictia?o the unifom pressurs attpfaces as 
boiag concsntric spheroids inside the pore itself, or near a circular 
plane such as Stsfaa postulated, but this special case is notexsrorthy 
because it indicates that these surfaces are sjtioroidal. 
The i'ozsmilation of an Ijitei'fereiice Law 
^though the phojacmenoix of interference was recognized as early 
as 1900, no emeriments designed to ascertain the laws goreming its 
behavior were reported prior to 1930. Brosme sad Esccaabe (1) reported 
that interference was negligible at pore apacings greater than ton 
dieinetera# Their data were obtained T/ith pores 0»38 ram in diameter 
and they assumsd that this relationship was independent of pore size, 
for in their calculations estirating diffusive capacity of plant 
stcroata they assumed that interference could be xjogleoted although 
their es^erimental pores were about one hxmflred times the area of e 
large plant stoma. Sayre, as recently as 1926 (7), accepted Browne 
and Sscc5abe*a assunption in his interpretation of diffusion experi­
ments on Rumez Isayes, although Jet£reya* treatment (4) of evapora­
tion problems had seriously questioned the validity of this assumption. 
Jeffreys ea^hasized the importance of interfersnce by shosring that 
the diffusive capacity of a loaf, as calc-alatod on the asaiEaptioa faat 
stanata act indapsndently, '.vould maintain a vapor concentratioa outside 
the loaf equal to three hundred times that of atmosphoric saturation. 
By a different nathod of calculation he Shof/ed that tlis open stofliata of 
a loaf, acting indapendently, could xaalntain atraospharic saturation, over 
the outer surface of the loaf if thera Here only 600 stomta pgr square 
contiBieter. The plant species lie used as an esasxpla had about 30,000 
stomta por aqjaars cantiraater of loaf area. Jeffreys* studies, althou;?h 
thoy dx'e^r attontion to the apparent importance of interferonco, did not 
includo attoHipts to define intsrference laws, or esnerl^asnts to ^.eaaire 
the effects of interforsnco. 
Huberts attempt to foaaaulate an Interfareree law 
The iToric of Hubor (3), published in. 1930, Included the first set 
of arxperimants jnanifestly desired to detsmjine the laws gcnrerning 
interfere nee. Hubsr used septa having pore diaiaetera of 11.5 
milliineters, 1.13 siilliii©ters, 50-53 microns, and 10 jnicrons, i^'or each 
pore aize there was a range of pore densities, except the ten laieron 
porss mieh ^ero isade in only one density, The pctrea were laid in a 
Square pattern. In each aeries the size of the pore-bearing stirface 
was kept constantj for the 11.3 mm and the 1.13 isa series the area of 
each septum vras one htmdred squ-are centiMatei's, For the 50-53 micron 
gorsas It was four square centirasters. ITor the 10 laicron porsa it ms 
una sgaaM centiJJistor. 
£"or the 11.3 ma pores there -were ei^t pore densities; the average 
distances between centers of adjacent pores being 1«50, 1,61, 1.99, 
2.82, 5.76 and 5.64: centiraeters. One pair of septa had a sln£:le pore 
each {septa were cade in duplicate). For the 1.13 laia. pores there 
were seven pore densities, the average distances between adjacent 
pore centers being 2.S2, 2.5S, 3.36, 4.45, 5,55, 11.1 and gS.£ rniiii. 
meters. 5'or the 50-53 micron pores thsro wore four pore densities, the 
average distances bet-'.-jeen adjacent pore csnters bein^ 0.300, 0,575, 
0.500, and 1.500 jailliioeters. For his experissnts the two larger-
pored series of sei^ta ^?ere laid on top of layers of soalced filter 
paper and sealed to ijlass plates, iifeter supply rae replenished by 
pipetting through the pores. , The ti'fo aaaller-porsd series were laid on 
filter paper and sealed to glass dishes whose water supply kept the 
filter paper moist, itee surface evaporation was HiQasurod by ejsposing 
areas of soalced illter paper as large as the pore-bearing surfaces of 
the larger-po37ed septa* 
There are tigo important sources of error evident in Jiuber's 
laethods. Fii'st, the mmber of pores per septum varied greatly with 
different pore spacings so the rate of vapor escape from, the soaked 
filter papers would vary correspondingly, this factor \T0uld have an 
influence <xi the diffusion gradient -Brhich could not be sejarated from 
the effect of interference on gradient. Hubsr, therefore, was not 
iseasuring interference only but interference plus this additioml 
effect. His mathcjd of maintainine a water supply varied betvieen the 
roOp arxd lOJi pores and tlie 11.3 end 1.13 m porojs, 'fits smaller-porod 
sapta were seslad to glass dishss containing a s-atei- supply to kaep the 
fj.lter prnjer vret. Tlia largar-pored sapta wero placed on saiked filter 
paper end sealed to j?lass platos. Ths filtar paper t7a.3 tii^n soaked k 
periodically 157 pipetting tlirougli the pores* 
Thaso sources of error ray be rospoasitlo for a siz-able dis­
crepancy Qvidont in Huberts data for eTOporation p©r unit of pore area 
fxoai 7,'idely disporsod porss of varying size; data in tabla 9. 
'lable 9. Balativa evaporation ratea 
per unit of pore area 
(data of Huber) 
J-i-argast liatios of 
Pora Pore relative Relative relat ive 
arsa dxsm. 
{ym) 
avaporation 
rato per 
(Y/X of Hulisr) 
evaporation 
rate per 
pore 
pore 
disia. 
evaporati on 
rate per 
pore 
I oa^ 11.5 3.2 S.2 
1 xaa 1.13 S0,0 0.2 
10 16 
2000JU^ 
•»5 50 s 10 
••3 
3S»o 0«001co& 
22,6 
5 
158 
4.8 
sojW 10 X 10 323.0 0.00263 
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In the fourth column, of this tablo the evaporation per pore is 
^omif as ctotaicsd hy auitiplying Huberts largest ezperiiasntai value 
for evaporation per unit of pore area by the area of a aingla pore in 
square centiinetars. It would be reasonable to assume that a fairly close 
approach to diaiaeter proportiosiality would be obsoirved throu^out this 
range of pore sizes. Inspeotion of the 80^ and SQQQj\^ pores shows 
rather close agreaiasnt. Their diamstera differed by a factor of five 
and their evaporation rate psr pore differed by a factor of 4«8. But 
the diameter of the 1 nsa pores was 22,6 times that of the ^OOjU" pores 
2 yst tho evaporation rate per pore of the 1 cna pores was 158 tiEes 
S S that of the SOOOJi pores. She 1 cm pores ware ten tiEss the dianstsr 
2 Of the 1 naa pores., and their evaporation rata per pore was 16 tiisss 
B that of the 1 TOT pores* The largest departure from diameter pro­
portionality is ctoserved between the ^00^ and 1 ima^ pores. This 
discrepancy suggests that scsus variables in addition to pore siz-e 
infLuaaced tlio diffusion 3£B.tes between these series of septa. 
In interpreting the data obtained with these septa Huber graphed 
tho evaporation, per septum, expressed as a fraction of the free surface 
evaporation, against the total pore area, expressed as a fraction of the 
pore-bearing surface. Huber*s graph is presented in figure 7 and MB 
data are ^own in table 10, with calculations of the average distances 
between pores in each septum espressod in pore diameter, 'fhe graph 
shows clearly that the total septum, evaporation approached free 
surface evaporation sTith increasing rapidity as pore size decreased, 
Subei' emphasized that, although sraall-pored-septum evaporation 
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Xable 10* iiVaiJoration tiirougli aailt iperforate septa 
iOata of Huber) 
Average distanoa Relative 
Relative evaporation 'bet'.Teen. pores evaporation rete 
(Y) for (dlasiaters) per em (Y/X)for 
pore 
area 
m 
1 cm^ 1 2000)^^ 
pores pores pores 
80;!^ 
pores i cm^ 2 1 m 2000//" 1 cm^ T ^ 1 EEl 2Q00jf^  
0.0020 0.125 0.66 — 3.25 -— — 62.5 
0.0025 0.050 • 19.6 —. 20.0 
0.01 0.032 0*196 9.8 — 3.2 19.6 
0.18 0.52 «— 7.S 23.9 
0.03S 0.7S 5.63 22.5 
0,040 0,125 0.450 5.64 5,0 3.15 11.2 — 
0.050 0.92 —- 4.5 — -— 18.4 
0.0625 0.380 4.0 9.3 
0.09 0.28 — 5.7& 3.2X) —-
0.109 0,S3 3.1 •""" 6.S 
0.16 0.40 0.7S 2.52 2.27 2.5 4.0 
0.S5 0,58 0.8S £.36 2.0 2. 52 3.4 
0.36 0.6'? MMMN^ 1.88 <—•» 1.0e 
0.49 0,77 — 1.61 MM** 1-57 
0.S4: 0.8S 1.5 UMLIRW 1.50 
±j±;®n[ 
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spprcacliod froe-surfacs evaporation rfhan only a rasall fracticr- of tha 
total sop tun area •H'as oseupiocl by poras, yst it mver readied or Q:c-
ceedsd free auriace evaporation. In liia attsinpt to forcirdato a 
rtatTis::i,\atical e:5irGGSiosa for interfere ace Euber assurad that the ciinres 
in hi£5 grcivii vrero segmsnts of cpraetrical hyperbolas, and obtained an 
ei:.pirical conctant. tlio "hyperbola constant" 7/liieh would, pi'edict tii© 
aivllro QVaporation cT.irva if a sinful© point on tlio ourve ware Icaosm. He 
G^raresaed bio "rlntorference equation" as follov;s; 
- 1)(Y- 1) a C (8) 
In Tshieh X and Y have tbe same values as in the gra;^ and ^ is the 
"hyperbola constant," In applying this equat-ion to his data iluber found 
that predicted values did not differ from observed values by mora tlian 
the error present in his axperimentai detexjEainationB, His eqaatior., 
howaver, is an esgjiricsl one , and it aheds no light on the physical 
interpretation of interference. Moreover it depends on the validity 
of the assmption that the exirves are ssgasnta of sj^KSastrical hy].5erbolas, 
&a. Qzamination of figure 7 shoiffs that only the curve for 11,5 laa pores 
has data points on the upper hair of the curve, and this curve segirent is 
so fragmeirbary that it can hardly be relied upon t o establish Huberts 
assumption. The true shajie of the other two curves in the unexplored 
regions was not determined. Constructing these portions to be syta-
laetrical and then presenting mthematical proof of aixve syimaetry, as 
Huber did, yields no information about the tarue curve shape. The 
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trianglea aear the 1,13 m pore curve ropreaent data points fraa a 
separate esperiEent, and evidenc© a rathor •srids vailatioii fran one es-
pericjsnt to another in the upper region of this curve. An ezariinatioQ 
of the quaatitiGs Huber called X and Y is enlightening. 
His Y is total aeotum loss 
"" free surface loss 
tota pare area 
— septum area 
These can be ftirther broken dof/n as follows: 
Y J^osa per pore « Number of pores mr seottm 
— ® i^ee surface loss 
X . Area trer -pore « Ilumbar of porea ger sQTatua 
~ Septum area 
The dancffidnators in both X and Y are constants for any particular curye, 
and the same is true for area per pore. It appears then that both Z 
and Y contain the variable, "number of pores per septum," and Y contains 
another variable the "loss per pore," These variables are both dependent 
on the distance between pores. The number of pores per aeptuBi is in­
versely proportional to the square of the distance between pores, and 
the loss per poi-e is directly, but not linearly, proportional to the 
distance between pores. Huberts graph of "specific evaporation" 
(relative evaporation rate per unit of pore area) against distarase 
between pores bears out this latter relationship. It is reproduced in 
figure 8. Of this graito. Huber says, "Specific evaporation increases 
with pore dispersal, rapidly at first, then at a steadily decreasing 
id 
•V 'S -n HI 
-4S~ 
i^te approacMng a masiisum value which varies greatly with pcxce size. 
At first the curve is somowiiat sigiaoid, that is, at first specific 
evaporation incx'easee more rapidly than the first poster of the distance 
hatween pores, which is to be expected sine© the available space in­
creases in propcxrtion to the square of the distance between pores." 
It is noteworthy, however, that the "sigmoid shape" appears 
only in the extrapolation to zero^ and that most of the data points on 
each curve lie on a reasonably straight lino. If vie assime that loss 
per pore in Huber's T is a linear function of the distance between 
po3?es, as indicated by the majority of data points in figure 8, then 
Y mbodies two functions dependent upon the distance between pores, or 
sihera D, s distance between pores 
A s septum area (a constant for each curve) 
P - area per pore (a constant for each curre) 
- free surface evaporation rate (a coostant for each (sxxve) 
and the k*s are proportionality constents. jifor any given curve the only 
variable is D, and the constants can be ccmbined so 
(9) 
and E ? . k»/D 
X : 
A 
(10) 
(n) 
aM 
0 (12) 
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A grapli of k/2, against C/^ \^ere £ is set equal to 1 is shCEm in 
figure 3. This fifjure ia nuch liie the grapli of Hubar's data as shC7/ri 
in figure 7, and it suggests that lluber wag graphing a fmietion ot this 
sort, Eiese curvQS, haiever^ are not synsietrieal hyperbolae, -.then Y 
is expressed in tersas of X (Y - k2?) it beccsies sTidant that Ruber's 
curves ara in large part segxoents of parabolas. The data points in 
figure B which do not lie on a straight line are found in the lower 
left hand corner of figure 7 and have very little effect on the curve 
shape. It is therefore evident that Huberts "interference equation" 
is not even reliable as an eripirieol equation because it is based on a 
false assuBiption. 
Pertinent esDeriments of Weishaupt 
2!he experiBients of Weishaupt (12) were the first to provide adequate 
information about the nature of interference at pore spacings greater 
than ten diameters. Her equijasant, lilce that of Euber, contained a 
variable pore number per septum, since the pore-boaring surfaces wera 
of a constant size. But it is apparent from har data that the influsnee 
of this variable was minimized in the experiiaents in which iiie Tester 
level was Isspt one centimater belaisr the septa. Slguro 10 shows three 
curves dratm from tables IV and."711 of V/eishaupt^s dissertation. The 
data for different water levels were obtained sijaultaneously under a 
vapor pressure deficit of 13,6 BsaHg, the data obtained under a vapor 
pressure deficit of 7«5 imEg represent a separate eii^eriinent. Hh© 

70 •-•'O 
ovo 
amtr 
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triangles on the uppeisnost curve reprasant the data from the lowest curve 
multiplied by 1«27» The close fit of these triaagles to the upper curve 
shosja that the gradient difference resulting from, the different vapor 
pressures did. not produce anjr change in the interference curve; the 
data points differ by a constant factor of 1»27. Inspection of the 
curve for a water level of 4 cm below the septa shosrs that this curtre 
does not have the 3ai!ie shape as was obtained trhen the water level was 
1 em below the septa« The effect of lowering the \mtor level is such t?\at 
the curve obtained is more nearly linear, WeiShaupt did not rel:s a 
graph emphasizing this difference in curve shape, neither did she offer 
an eai)lanation of it, although she recognised it in her discussion of 
data. A comparison of figure 10 v/ith figure 8 shows a notable difference 
between Huberts data and those of i^eishaupt. I^Sost of Huber's data points 
for a specific pore aiaa lie on a straight line; only at the widest spac­
ing of his pores did curvature become evident, Bfaile isfeishaupt's data 
points all 3JLe on. curved lines, although the degree of curvature is re­
duced ?/ith the lowered water level. Since the septa used by Huber and 
'feii^aupt •Here closely siiailar in design, the disBimiiarity between the 
curves in their graphs suggests that some factors other than interference 
were influencing t]3Q curve shapes. 3eishaupt did not formulate an inter­
ference equation. It seems lilcely that the failure of her data to follov/ 
a consisteat pattem may have prevented her doing so. 
A theoretical iategferen-ce lag 
The concept of spheroidal, imiform pressure surfaces in sciall-
poi© diffusion has on important application, in the foimlation of a 
theoretical interference law» Since these sources of diffusing gas tend 
to assuiae a spheroidal ^apa, the concentration of diffusing gas at a 
distance frcxa an isolated pore should be inversely proportional to the 
square of this distance, because the gas issuing from the pore becaoes 
dispersed over increasingly larger spheroidal surfaces. The area of 
these spheroids is directly proportional to the square of their radius, 
so the gas density on any particular spheroid should be inversely 
proportional to the square of its radius. 
The interfering effect of nei^boring poras in a septum can then 
b© analyzed as folloHs; If ^ were an isolated pore (figure 13.) its 
diffusion rate would be proportional to )_r, where _r is the 
radius of the pore (a constant for the type of septa under consideratloa) 
The effect of the neighboring pore M is such that the value of 0^^ is 
inc rea sed  by  an  amoun t  Ao  wh ich  i s  d i r ec t l y  p ropco? t iona l  t o  t he  di f ­
fusive capacity of pore M and inversely proportional to the square of 
the distance The difference (C^ - 0^^) is raduced correspondingly, as 
is the consequent diffusion rate. The removal of gas by pore M froai the 
inside of the septum (outward diffUsim) would have a reducing effect on 
the value of that would shoar the saoie sort of proportionality. The 
diffusion rate of a pore in a jnultiperforate septula ^ould be less tlian 
the diffusive capacity of an isolated pore by an amount which should be 
sen) turn 
Figure 11, Diagram of interfereiice between pores in a septuJii  
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imrexsely proportional to the square of the distance 'betwean pores. If 
^ ropresentD this interference effect and J, the diffusiTe capacity of a 
pore, then: 
4 ~ — I ahd 1 a •'"«?" (13) pis 
where is the capacity of an isolated pore, ^ is the distance 'between 
neighboiing pores, and ^ is a proportioaolity coastant, Biis sirsple 
oxprssBion for the diffusion rate per pore applies to nultiperfor&te 
septa in which pore size is tept constiant and the pore density is 
varied in such a toj that reducticai in. the diffusion gmdient is causod 
by interference only. 
The interference expression 1 - can bo analyzed fxffther to 
D 
indicate the effect of pore size csn interference. If a set of pores of 
radius _r spaced u diaiaeters apart shosr interference given by 
then for a set of pores of radius B'r, also spaced jj diameters apairt-, 
diffusive capacity should be and distance betvreen pores would be 
JD, Interference for these pores would be given by; 
I™- '"f" 
^ {mr ^ 
interference therefore is inversely proportional to pore dianeter when 
the same relative pore spacing is used (i.e. pore spacing ezprossed in 
diameters is equal)# Small pores then should she® e3?eater iiEterferenee 
than large pores, and the variation in interference should be inversely 
proportional to pore diameter. 
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The Interfereaoe Last Applied to jSacpeziEBntal Easiilts 
icin 
In appljring the intorforence law I s to escneiliaental results 
obtained with septa having a ccnstent pore size the only variahlss in 
the expression are ^ and since the capacity for an isolated pore, 
is the same for all the septa in a series. A grajiiic test of the inter­
ference law can "be mdo by assigning a value to the product of tiis 
ccmstants dividing this ecsistant by the values -s^icla d£ assuises, 
then using these quotients as abscissa and the observed loss per pore as 
ordinate. Such a graph is presented in figure 12, using data ahc^ in 
table 11 •^ich represents a stmmary of tables 4, 5, and 6. Tha abscissa 
figures appear in the secend columa and were obtained by dividing 1000 
by D^» 'rho data for pore spacings of 5 diaiiBters were not included in 
figure 12. Since the ordinate represents loss per pore tMe is not a graph 
of I against but th^e ordinate ia On ~ 1. 'fhe graph shows that the 
"" nS . D 2 
average loss per pora bears a linear arelationship to 2^ in this range of 
lcQ,n 
pore densities, and that the expression ^ s for diffusion par 
pora is confiriaad by espsrisKntal results. The interference curve was 
the same for the three sots of conditions indicated. The diffusion 
gradient for ethyl alcohol was laore than ten tijses as great as that 
obtained with "EJater absorption by GaClg. In figure 13 the data for 
distilled water evaporation are reproduced with the abscissa contracted 
to accosanodate the value for S-diaasoter spacing. This grajh shoi?s that 
the value for 5-diaroeter spacing does not lis on the same line with the 
three values for wider spacing. It also shows that extrapolation of 
rITl 
rxn: 
f i -
ti-
tXl 
;c:r ;rx 
u 
-O 
:lxcE 
.r.\x^  
$1 I 1 <1 :0:i 
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Tablo 11. The avsraga diffusion rate per pore 
as a functiOQ of distanoa bat'ijeei!. po3?os 
Average difiXiaion vor pore per hour 
95 per ceat Distilled Watex 
alcohol TOtex absorption 
©vaporatiou QVaporatiou by CaClg 
(gm. X 10®) (ga. X 10 ) (gnu s 10") 
Distance Himber g 
between pores of poijes lOOO/D vs&t&T  
(diciia.) I> aeptmn 
5 51 40 0.938 1.06 0.67 
10 61 10 1.242 1.44 0.90 
SO 61 3.5 1.4S5 1.63 1.03 
40 19 0.6S5 1.505 1.74 1.08 
xn 
P. 
tu 
cD 
its •.ttb" 
IB :±i4 
±n; :tti: 
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the straight lice would xjrodiot a zero loss per pore before tha pore 
spacing of four dioaeters tJaa readied* Obvicwsly tiie initial slope of 
the interforonce curve is not maintainad at the closer poi*a pacings, 
but tlie single data point provides no infojsaation coaceming tlie shape 
of the curve in tiio range of close poro sracing. Table 12 containc a 
summry of data from, the 0.3 iaia-porad septa containing tkrae data points 
beloi? the lO-diaoster spacing* tliose data are p3?esontad graphically in 
figure 14, The results for S-difoaater spacing are not included in curve 
A, Figure 14 indicates that a definite change of slope occurs in the 
interference curve, but that the second part-of the curve again shoss a 
linear i«elation^iip with the inverse square of distance betKreea poi'es. 
Curve B is adjusted to include the data point for S-diaseter spacing, and 
it ahass that a second departure from linearity occurs. It is apparent 
that the graph of diffusion per pore against the inverse sqiiare of 
distance be-fcween pores is not a siaooth curve, but that it is linear at 
the beginning, that it contains a second linear segsaent having a reduced 
slops, and that at vex'y close pore spacings a further rsdiKStion in slope 
occurs. The shape of the curve at spacings between six and one diaEetsrs 
is not indicated* Ho e35)erii?Bntal evidenes concerning the cause of the 
break in the interference curve has been obtained, but a possible GX~ 
planation is offered, Vftion the pores are veiy v;idely spaced inter­
ference is QBall and tho first reductiraa in diffusion per pore vfith 
closer pacing is caused by an increase in the concentration of gas over 
the pores, this first increase is a linear function of the inverse square 
of tho distance between pores and represents the first straight line 
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Table 12, Svaporation pea? pore as a function 
of distance "between pores 
Distance Average diffusicai 
between pores 1000 per pore per hour 
(diam.) (ga. xlO^) 
5 111.0 1.66 
6 27.8 2.53 
9 12.3 S.84 
12 6.95 2.92 
18 3.09 3.12 
24 1.74 3.38 
36 0.77 3.71 
H 
2 
i 
MiE 
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segment ot the curtre in figure 14. 'i?hs gas Goacontration is not uiiifcJKn 
over a septum but ia greatest directly ovor ths pores aad, as the ccn~ 
eontration increasoe, small regions of near satui*atioa arice over the 
pores. M soon as this occurs the reduction in diffiision per pore Hith 
reduced pore spacing beeoji^s dependent upon the size of these regions. 
Their sise is a linear function of the iiiverse square of distance 'bety/sen 
pores, since they grav by oontributiojis from neighboring pores ;hist as 
the gas concentration in the first part of the curve, but it is undar-
standable that the slope of the curve is not the asKe. With very doss 
pore spacings these regicsQS of saturation T/ill touch each other and a 
further reduction in the slope of the diffisaion curve would result, as 
the S-diaiaeter data-point in figure 14 (euar/e B) indicates. She plaus-
iMlity of the above explanation is strengthened by the fact that 
naxltiperforate septum diffusion Kay approach free surface diffusion, 
tEae 50^-pored septa of Huber showed evaporation rates esjialliag 93 
per can.t of free surface evaporation, although the total pors area was 
only 5 per coat of the septum area, i^uch results suggest that regions 
of saturation eaisted over each pore wMch ?;ere lasny tiiaes larger than 
the pores themselves. 
It should be noted that the variable siae of pore-bearing surfaces 
in these septa contributes to the shift of the curves in figure 14, The 
vapor frcsa the entire pore-bearing surface tends to foan seccsadary 
surfaces of unifois pressure, so the diffusion gradient for each soptum 
would have a coc^oneiit v/hich is a function of ths diaiaeter of the poi^s-
bearing surface. The magnitude of this component cannot be determined 
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frcm th.e data prosented here# 
Data of Weishaupt, shewn in table 13, provide a further teat of 
the interference equation when graphed as in figure 15. With the 
water level kept at one centxEster beloa the septa the linear 
dependence of diffusion per pare upon the inverse square of distance 
between pores is clearly evident# CSaanging the vapor pressure deficit 
from 12,6 to 7,5 did not alter this relationship. But data obtained 
with the vmter level kept at four centiiaeters below the septa do not slios/ 
this linearity. Obviously, lowering the water level had an effect 
different from the ezternal change of gradient •ahich is created by 
changes of vapor pressure deficit. It soema probable that the varia­
tions in gradient resulting frcsa the variable number of pores per Beptm 
were roinimlzad shen, the fjater level was leapt close to the aeptum but 
were aggravated by the lowered water level, VTith a soaH number of 
pores per septum the level of saturation would be close to the septum 
regardless of the water level, but with, the increased rate of vapor 
escape resulting frcm increased pore number the level of saturation 
•ETOuld be depressed, rapidly at first and finally more slowly, as it 
approached the water level. The departure of the 4-cm water level oiirvs 
frcia the l-cm curve in figure 15 is believed to reflect such ah in-
fluance, Huberts diffusion rates per pore when graphed against distance 
between pores (see figure 8) shoiiT a line^ relationship not evident in 
Woi^aupt's eaqjerinsnts nor in those presenfced in this report. Slgure 
10 aJiosrs that Weishaupt's curve for a water level of four centimaters 
is more nearly linear than the c\irves far caie-centintetor water level. 
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Table 13. The average diffusion late per pore 
as a function, of distance between pores 
Distance Average diffaeion per pore in 25 hours 
between 1000 l^ores (m. x lo'^) 
pores Water level 1 cm. H'ater level 4 ciu. 
(dian.) septum below seota beloar septa 
T.p.d. 13,6 Eg Y.p.d. 7.5 cm. Hg ?«p»d. IS. 6 m. Hg 
10.0 10.0 130 4.82 3.68 3.24 
12,5 6.4 76 5.54 4.28 4.10 
15.0 4«45 52 Q.07 4.69 4.75 
17.5 3,27 38 6.40 4.87 5,20 
20.0 2.50 30 6.63 5.14 5.53 
30.0 1.11 12 6.89 5,42 6,23 
i2 
:+f? 
iiM); m 
KTC H±t 
:lfe Irii: rji;: Jq3+ 
rnint 
H-r 
IXLT 
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A Still greater influence of the effect introduced by the irariable pore 
number per septum would laake such a cuXTre appear to be linear. The 
straight-line relationship exiiibited by laxch of Huberts data when graphed 
as in. figure b ^ 7 'ba eaplainod by such an effect. She gradient redtic-
tiona measured by Huber, therefore, probably were a result of inter-
fsrence aM the effect of variable pors number per eoptxxEi combinefi, 
Huberts data are suuimarizod in table 14, . Columns shoising valuss i'or 
th© inverse square of distance between pores are provided. In the second 
coluran the values assumed by 100/^ are used, instead of lOOOA^'^. These 
data are presented graphically in figure 16, Sach curve is dra?/n to a 
different scale so their position on the graph with respect to each 
other has no significance. It seems that none of these curves ahm a 
linear proportionality with the inverse square of the distance between 
pores* but that all the sajKs sort of cunrature. evident in the data 
i?9ishaupt obtained whan the mter level was four contiosters belosr the 
septa, IMs departure from linearity in all of Huberts data is not 
regarded as a contradiction of the inverse square relation^ip but is 
subEdttsd as evidence that Huber failed to seastire interference alaae, 
uninfluenced by other gradient-changing factors. This failijre perhaps 
prevented his discovering the inveras square relationship. 
The Helaticai of Pore Size to Interference 
In the discussion of a theoretical interference law presented above 
a relation between pore size and interference was derived. It indloatod 
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Tabl© 14. Diffusion rate as a fxinction. of 
distance 'between pca?es 
I data of Hubei') 
^ 1 cm^ pores 1 m? nores 2000 i>ores 
Sistance 
between pores 3lOO X ^ 1000 X 1000 Y 
(fiiam.) B ])2 X d2 X Lr 
5.64 3.15 3.75 19.6 2.6 20.0 22.5 1.97 62.5 
9.8 10.4 19.6 
3.76 7.06 3.10 5.0 40.0 11.3 7.5 17.8 £e.s 
4,0 62.5 9.3 
g.52 15.75 2,5 3.1 104.0 6.2 5.62 31.6 22.5 
£.26 19. 60 S.52 2.27 194.0 4.0 
1.88 28.30 1.86 2,0 250.0 3.4 4.5 49.5 18.4 
1.61 38.50 1.57 
1. o 44.50 1.30 
•< I 
Cf): 
o 
"p.. 
rixr 
q>: r; liC >1^ 
11 J-tq. 
XT 
that interfarenco would be relatively greater'as pore size 'b^ccjaBS SEaller, 
and that if pore dismeter were used as the unit of asasure for dieteiice 
between pores, relative interference would be inversely proportionel to 
pore diameter. The theoretical interference law, however, does not tal® 
into acco^mt the shift ^ifiiich occiu-s in the slope of the interfertnco 
curve imder ezperiEimtal conditions. In reporting tha data on the 
effect of pore size (table 8) the range of 20- to S-dianster spacing 
was used to avoid the influence of the variable auiaber of pores per 
septum at wider spacings. At the lO-diameter spacing interferoieo for the 
0.2 m pores was 1.67 times that obsei'vod for the 0.3 mra pores. £iince 
these pores diffeMd in diaiaeter by a factor of 1.5, the 0.2 una pores 
^ould e:^ibit relative interference values 1.5 tiices greater than those 
of the 0.3 ima pores. The observed values of 1.67 and 1.53 lie suf« 
fici^JStljr close to the thecccetical value to provide iurther evidence of 
the validity of the interference law. The discrepancies are partly 
attributable to the shift in slope of tlie interference cuzve. This ^ift 
jaakee extrapolation of the relatioaship between, relative interference 
and pore diameter unreliable for predicting interference, ibr exaiAple, 
the 0.2 xmn. pores showed interference at lO-diaineter spacing vfnich caused 
a reduction in diffusicaa per pore of 14.2 per cent tvam. the observed 
diffusion at SO-diauieter spacing. If the rule that relative inter-
ferenoe is inversely proportional to diaBJster of pores is used to pre­
dict interference at the 10-diainetor spacing for pores 0.02 Ma in 
diameter, then it appears that interference for these smaller pores 
would cause a reduction in the diffiision rate of 143 per cent. The 
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equipmsnt ueefi in the present QTOeriinents was not deaigned to establish 
the relationship of pore size ard interference. A v/ider range of pora 
sizes should be studied, and the jajmber of pores per septxiia should be 
ccnstant for all septa lused. The data discussed here serve to emphasise 
the error involved in applying 3?esults obtained for one pore size to 
the diffusion behavior of pores having a different siae and they halp to 
clarify the physical reasons for tho increase of relative interference 
with decreased poro sise. 
iH^lications of Multiperforate Septum Diffusion 
for Plant Physiology 
Photosjni'fchesis and transpiration are intijnately related to multi-
perforate septum diffusion, and of all plant reactions they ar© the two 
sihich cause the greatest movaaent of materials into and out of a pleat, 
iSany research worlcsrs have aieasured the rates of these reactions, end 
soiao have attecapted to correlate these rates with etoitatal number or 
aperture. Such attempts have shOfm notably low correlations, and a 
survey of stoi3atol characteristics mong land plants ^OCTS that pl^rxts 
living under very similar environcjental conditions have widely varied 
stoaaatal sizes and densities without shoeing any a}i)arent advar&ages 
or disadvantages relatahle to these characteristics. In table 15 a 
list of stoEoatal characteristics for a variety of plants is presenbed, 
showing densily and siiae of fully open stomta as determined by Sclserson 
(2); the other characteristics shosrn were calculated from these data. 
Inspection of coluitms 1 to 7 inclusive shows that such stonatal character-
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Tsible 15. Storaatal daaracteristies of thirteen pleats 
(calculated from data of iSckerson) 
Plant Dansity Spacing irea PeriEster Sffe 
Colium 1 B 3 4 5 6 
Stomata per Leagth (2a) Distance ^ea of Pex'iHieter , Biamete 
sq, m. of z between an open of an open a circl 
leaf surface breadth (2b) stomata stoBia stonia ©qjaal a { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Bean 
Phase olus mLsaris S81 73ES 67.5 16.7 18. 4.6 
Begonia 
B©«3nia coccinea 40 213^ 179.0 132.0 49.0 13.0 
Castor Beaa 
Hicinus conmunis 176 10x4 85.0 31.5 E3.9 6.3 
Coleua 
Coleiis bliBnei 141 10x5 95.2 59.2 i;4.8 7.1 
English Ivy 
Hedera helix 158 11x4 90.0 34.5 25.0 6.6 
Pelarsoniam dozaestioum 59 19x12 146.0 179.0 50.0 15.1 
Maize 
Zea laays 68 19aiS 137."0 76.7 43.5 9.9 
Hasturtitim 
Sropoaleum ma.ltts 130 12S6 99.1 55,5 28.0 i8.5 
Oat 
Avena sativa 23 38x3 235. 8 238.0 65.5 17.4 
Suafloiifor 
Helianthxis aniraus 156 22x8 90.5 138.0 .52.0 JtSiS 
Tcanato 
LycopB3?sicon escalentum ISO 13x6 99.S 61.3 32.8 8*8 
aajide3?iD.g Jew 
Zebrina peadiila 14 31x12 302.0 296.2 74.0 iU»«3 
Wheat 
Triticm sativum 14 38x7 302,0 209.0 66.0 16»3 
g ab 2 i « col» 
^ eol, 6 ; ^ 

of thirteen, plaats 
Scfesrson) 
Spacing irea Perimstsr Sffectiv© di aaeter Relative spacing 
3 4 5 6 7 - 8 9 
Diatance iajea of Perimater Diameter of Diameter of Dlstaacs be- Distance be-
"between m open of an open a circle of a cii'cle of tween stonata tween. stocata 
stoniata stoma stoiria eqpjal area equal peri- (diaiaeters) (diameters) 
( } ( ) ( ) ( ) saster ( ) 
57,5 16.7 16.8 4.6 5.4 14.7 12.5 
179,0 132.0 49.0 13.0 15.6 13.8 11,5 
85.0 31.5 2S.9 6.3 7,6 13.5 -11.2 
95.2 59.2 £4:.8 7.1 7.9 15.4 12,0 
90.0 34.5 25,0 6.6 8.S 13.6 io.8 
146.0 179.0 50.0 15.1 15.9 9.7 9.2 
lp7.'0 ;;76,7 43,6 9.9 13.9 13,8 9.9 
99.1 56.6 28.0 ;J8.5 8.9 11,6 11.1 
235.8 2S8.0 86.5 17.4 27.5 13.5 8.6 
90.5 128.0 .52,0 ma 16,5 6.7 5.5 
99. S 61.3 32.8 10.4 11,3 9.5 
302.0 296,2 74,0 15.6 12.8 
302.0 209.0 86.0 16.3 27,4 12.8 11.0 
1000^ at, 2 ! o SSs-A col» 5 col. 5 col. 3 
2 eol. 6 ! ® col, 6 col. 7 
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istlcs as density, linear dinsensiona, average spacing, area, pexiinster, 
AND tlie diaioBters of circiss of the SSLEE araa or perimstex' ieffectiTre 
diamstsra) wide variatioas. But the relative distances t30tT7een 
atoiaata (that is, the distance expressed in ©ffeotive diaaeters of fhs 
stcniata) colmtuxs 8 and 9, ahosr mucb. less variation. The work of 
Rermer (6) £uid iSaiTe (7) suggests that the sffaetiTe diaraeter of a 
stc83ia is mors reliably deteaaaiaed from the stcsaatal poriiaster than froni 
its area, and colam 9, ^jiich is calcxi-latad from this effective diamtsr, 
sha/B sli^tly less variation than colicax 8, Ths largest effective 
diaraetera in this tahle are about one half the diaraeter of Iluber's 50JH 
pores, and thair ralative spacing is about twice that in T7hieh ha obtained 
<1 
diffusicm. rates equalling ninoty-two par cent of frae airface diffusion. 
She relative storiiatal spacing of aH the leaves in this table is in. a 
rang© 'Jifhich favors diffusion rates closely approximtiag those of a 
free surface. It is not surprising, thorsface,<that ?ifida variations in 
stoaaatal sizes and densities shasr Im carrelation with observed diffusion 
rates. 
Studios of diffusion under varied degxeea of stoaatal opening have 
shosfn a iBarked lacls of ccarrelation between observed diffusion rates and 
apparent stomtal aperture. These observations have raised doibts con­
cerning the effectiveness of atcsaata as a diffusion regulating icechaaiss. 
Sane observations of natural phenoaena serve to heighten these dcubts; 
for exaE5)le, many plants sho^ appareait stoiaatal closure during mid-day 
with but slight apparent diminution of gas exchange. The stoniata of 
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miaQ aovei* appear to be open, yet this plant raxiks Ivigh in xstes of 30^ 
absorption. Mitcliell (S) observed that the avarage rate of carbon 
dioxide absorptioa by Palargoaltga. Isaves was tlie sar?© in a relative iiuaidity 
of 10-15 per cent as in a relative liimldity of 55-73 per oaiA, although, 
the stoiiiata axjpaarsd to be caaplately closed at the 1cm rslative huiaidity. 
In table 16 data of Sayre (7) obtained trith plants of Hurisa: aiis 
reproduced. 
Table 16, Couipariacn of transpii'ation and evaporation 
(data of Sayre) 
Grsme par hour 
Average day 
rate 
Average night 
rate 
Transpiration (Humex) 2,81 0.055 
Evapojcatioin from 
fJhite cups 2.88 0.163 
Black cups 3.21 0,163 
A comparison of transpiration with evaporation shoisrs that with open 
stcBiata transpiration equalled 89,6 per cent of black surface evapora­
tion, Tshile night cloaxire of stomata reduced transpiration only to 33,7 
per cent of blacK eurfaee evaporation. Sayre explained the high dif­
fusive capacity of apparently closed stosaata by ccxrrelating diffusion 
with the perimeter of an elliptical pore, and pointing out that clos­
ing a sterna diminisliss its pexiueter only slightly although its area 
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is xoucn snallsr tlian. tbat of an opon stcs^. He acospted Bramo and 
Ssscasbe's assuaptioa that stomata act independently. In tbs light of the 
evidenoo 'brou^jht together in the i^resent report it is clear that inter-
forence eamot bo aegleoted in diaciissions of loaf diffasioa» IJulti-
perforata septa having porea O.E iiilliiooters in dianetor shOK diffusion 
gradients at the five diaraeter spacing, ecjualdng abait 63 psr cent of 
the "isolated pore" gradient. Since interference is relatively freatsr 
for anialler pores, the sixitaal iiitsrferoBce asercised by plant storata 
('ifhich have linear diaiensions of abait one-tonth the dicirnoter of tlisss 
artificial pores) laust cauae reductions that bring the diffiision gredien.t 
dovai to a small fraction of the "iaolated pore*^ gradient. Such inter­
ference Tffould largelj'- account for the excessive discrepancy betvfeeri 
Bz^a'/ns and iilsconbe's calculated diffusive capacity of p3jaat Isavse aad. 
the diffusive capacity of a similar free si^rface. Interferenoe would 
also ccntribute to the lack of ccrrelatioa bet^^een observed diffusion 
't 
ratss and degrees of staaatal aperture, ITigiira 17 shosrs hojj this latter 
effect is brought about. This graph is patterned after ths cxtrves ob­
tained with 0.3 m- and 0,2 usa-pored septa. The loifer curve is drawn to 
represent pores one-half the diaiaeter of those in the upper carvo, 
Oonsider atoaata at a spacing of five diairsters, fiilly open, which have 
a diffusion rate represented by point A on the upper curve. If such 
stoaiata close until their effective diaraeter is one-half the value v;hen 
fully open then the relative spacing changea fi*oia five to ten diacjeters 
and their diffusion rate is found at point ^ on the lo^rer curve. The 
rata at point B_ is eighty per cent of the rate at point A instead of 
i 
El 
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iifty per ceat as independeat action of stcaata would predict. The fading 
of interference during stomatal cloaure ?;cMld tend to hold diffvision rates 
at a higher level than is indicated by the effective diameter of stomta. 
In this diaouasion nothing has bean said about another stcEtptal 
characteristic, the thickness of the guard cells as coapared to the 
breadth of the stomtal aperture. That is, a stom can be regarded as a 
tuba, and the ratio of tube length to tube width at different degrees of 
opening raay have a more critical influence than any of the other char­
acteristics here diacussod, iiie vrork of iianner (6} with models of 
sunken stoiaata shaved that such lengthening of the diffusion path might 
redvioe the gradient by thirty to seventy per cent, but the importance of 
the ratio of tube length to stomatal breadth needs to be studied more 
ealiaaatively, with special regard to its influence in the range of 
stomatal dinsnsions. 
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1. Diffusim tlirough inultiperforate septa sas investigated, using ttro 
series of septa and tlTres typss of difftision, xTith the object of attempt­
ing to foimlate an interference equation* 
2. A simple derivation of anall~pore diffi3sioa is presented -which 
indicates that spheroid.al xmifom. pressure surfaces yield diffusion rates 
shorring propoirtionality •with pore diaffiater. 
3. The Qzperi-iTBnts nnd empirical interference equation of Huber wsra 
analyzed and found to be unreliable because ha failed to seasuxe intsr-
fsrence as 8ai isolated variable, 
4. A theoretical intorferesce equation is derived v/hich shosrs ttot 
interference between pores of constant size, unifornjly spaced in a septula, 
should be inversely proportional to the distance between pores; {1 - ^ 1) 
5. The thsoiBtical interfereuce equation is confiuned by data-pxeeented. 
Graphs of evaporation per pore against ^2^ a linear relationship 
over a considerable range of spacings. 
6. M exfcenied analysis of the interference equation indicates thet 
small pores should shofT relatively greater IntorfeTOnc© than large pores 
Mien spaced, an eqiial number of diameters apart; interference being 
inversely proportional to pore diameter. 
7. The inverse relation of pore diameter to interfei^ence is supported 
by a comparison of interference between the 0.2 Etia- and 0.3 aim-porsd 
septa. Interference in the 0.2 nm series at lO-dioxseter spacing was 
-7A„ 
1.67 tinss that observed in the O.S m series, and at S-diamster spacing 
it was l.SS tiinas that observed in the O.S rrim series. The theoretical 
ratio is 1»5 to 1« 
8. ft. surroy of stomtal charactsriatics of tMrtsen plants (data of 
Eckerson) shotted that although t7iae variations in stomtal sise, density, 
QEvd Spacing are evident, 2?et i-elative spacing! (spacic^ in tei'iiii of of-
festive diaineters) shcerefi much less variRtica. The relative storatel 
spacinga of all the plants stanreysd seem to favca* diffusion rates closely 
approachin.>3 those of a free sixcface. 
9» The ai:;plioation of interference data to leal* diffusion problsEUS 
indicates that the lack of coi'relation between stojsatal characteristics 
(size, density, and aperture) and observed diffusion J.*at9S ma^ be partly 
explained by the luafjnitude of interference effects and by the fadinf; of 
interference diiring storaatal elosui'e* 
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